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FITTED BEDROOMS 2020



The bedroom can be seen as a 
sanctuary, used for the little 

moments of everyday. 

From glamorous makeovers to cosy movie 
nights and Sunday morning lie ins; it’s the 

space that begins and ends everyday, an area 
to relax, unwind and get ready for the day. 

Create a bedroom fit for every moment with 
the Laura Ashley Fitted Bedroom Collection.
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Our Traditional Values

Laura Ashley is renowned for 
its classic British designs and 

craftsmanship. From fashion to 
interiors, Laura Ashley has always 

captured the mood of the moment.

From the very first collection of 
gardening smocks, to the expertly 
crafted furniture created today; the 

ethos of Laura Ashley continues 
to lie with the love of expert 

craftsmanship and distinctive design.

“From fashion to 
interiors, Laura Ashley 
has always captured the 
mood of the moment.”

From humble beginnings to one of 
the world’s best-loved fashion and 

home furnishing brands.

The Laura Ashley story began at a kitchen 
table. Today, our name is found on stores and 
products worldwide. For more than 65 years, 
we’ve stayed true to our roots, putting great 

design at the heart of your life and your home.

Our Story
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Beautifully curated design

The range is curated by a team     
of designers, who have chosen 

subtle colours, stylish features and 
classic finishes to create a truly 

unique collection.

We create bedrooms for 
the way you live

Laura Ashley design is unique, and 
we’ve brought that design heritage 

to this distinctive bedroom 
collection, created for the way 

you dress, sleep and relax.

It’s our passion.

Discover the unique features of the Marston range on page 20  then make it your 
own with your choice of coordinating tops, handles and internal options.

All those little details 
that make a bedroom 
truly yours.

It’s not just wardrobes... 
Select bedside cabinets,  
dressing tables and 
chests to create your 
unique bedroom.

Tailor-made design
Each Laura Ashley Fitted Bedroom is expertly crafted by Symphony 
in their Yorkshire factory. Their highly skilled team carefully construct 
each cabinet from the best materials, adding the design details and 
technology to finish every bedroom to the highest specifications. 

Fitted bedrooms

Follow our story
@LauraAshleyBedrooms
@LauraAshleyBedrooms

@LABedroomsUK
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From your first consultation to fitting your brand new bedroom, 
we’re here to guide you every step of the way.

Visit our website to find your local  
Laura Ashley Fitted Bedroom retailer.  

Our experts will guide you through the 
design and planning process to bring you  
a bedroom that works beautifully for you.

Begin your journey
Talk to us and we’ll help you create your ideal bedroom. Visit a 

Laura Ashley Fitted Bedroom retailer to start planning your design.
01226 446000  

lauraashleyfittedbedrooms.co.uk

The design

Think about how you 
want your bedroom 
to look – classic or 
contemporary, fitted or 
freestanding.. Consider 
the space you have and 
the storage you need.

The details

Consider how you use 
your bedroom and 
essential elements for 
your lifestyle. Do you 
need storage for gadgets, 
bedside tables, or a 
dressing table?

The finishing 
touches

From paint colours on 
our Sherborne range 
to stylish handles, 
these are the details 
that make your 
bedroom your own. 

Find a local retailer at lauraashleyfittedbedrooms.co.uk or call 01226 446000

SHOW ROOMS
NAT ION W I DE

 Design your dream bedroom

Find a retailer
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Find a local retailer at lauraashleyfittedbedrooms.co.uk or call 01226 446000

Timeless style, beautifully crafted

Available in two delicate matt shades, Platinum and Porcelain, the finely beaded 
details on the inner frame add a touch of sophistication to your bedroom. 

Matching tops and decorative handles complete the look.

Colour shown: Platinum
Handle shown: Mulberry Chrome Knob
BDOPTION040

Rivington
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Find a local retailer at lauraashleyfittedbedrooms.co.uk or call 01226 446000

It’s all in the detail

Beautifully sculptured drawer fronts create an elegant silhouette, glass 
tops add a touch of opulence and stylish handles finish the piece perfectly; 

crafting the ideal place for getting dressed. 
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Find a local retailer at lauraashleyfittedbedrooms.co.uk or call 01226 446000

A place for everything

A wide range of internal options are available, from shelves and hanging rails 
to push-to-open drawers and compartment dividers. Additional internal 

lighting strips create a glamorous setting to house all of your favourite things.
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Find a local retailer at lauraashleyfittedbedrooms.co.uk or call 01226 446000 Colour shown: Cobble Grey
Handle shown: Henley Brass Bar and Knob Handles
BDOPTION052 / BDOPTION053

A modern touch

Smooth, contemporary four-panelled wardrobe doors add a sleek finish to 
your space, with coordinating flat drawer fronts. Available in Cobble Grey 

and White, Marston creates a modern space with subtle colour.

Marston
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Find a local retailer at lauraashleyfittedbedrooms.co.uk or call 01226 446000

The finishing touches

Create a well-rounded and considered space, with bevelled-edge oak tops 
to complement the wardrobe and chest interior. Contrasting brass handles 

bring your bedroom to life with a touch of modernity. 
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Find a local retailer at lauraashleyfittedbedrooms.co.uk or call 01226 446000

Internal options for every style

Utilise your space and personalise your interior, choosing from a soft 
standard linen or tailored oak finish. Upgrade your wardrobe with internal 
lighting strips or illuminated hanging rails, to deliver a truly unique bedroom.
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Find a local retailer at lauraashleyfittedbedrooms.co.uk or call 01226 446000 Paint colour shown: French Grey and Chalk White
Handle shown: Oak Fruit Bowl Knob
BDOPTION032

The perfect shade

Simple shaker style doors and three-piece drawer fronts offer a perfectly 
classic aesthetic, whilst a choice of twelve paint-to-order colours 

complement the grained finish, to create a beautifully unique bedroom.

Sherborne
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Find a local retailer at lauraashleyfittedbedrooms.co.uk or call 01226 446000

Create a focal point

An elegant addition to your space, a window seat creates the perfect focal point. 
Both beautiful and functional, a window seat is an idyllic place to relax, whilst 
adding practical storage. A few scatter cushions add a homely finishing touch.
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Sherborne
Paint colour shown: Ivory
Handle shown: Clear Faceted Knob
BDOPTION025
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Tie it all together

Create a considered space with practical storage by adding chests, dressing 
tables and bedside tables alongside your wardrobes. For that extra touch 

of glamour, tie your furniture together with decorative handles.

Find a local retailer at lauraashleyfittedbedrooms.co.uk or call 01226 446000
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You’ve chosen your bedroom,  
now it’s time to think about the 
finishing touches – the details  

that make it truly yours.

Our carefully curated colours and handles beautifully 
complement Laura Ashley Fitted Bedrooms.  

A wide selection of matt colour options, classic or 
contemporary handles, along with internal options 

to suit any style. Simply select the elements to 
complete your unique look.

Find a local retailer at lauraashleyfittedbedrooms.co.uk or call 01226 446000

The  finishing touches
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Laura Ashley Fitted Bedroom colours have been carefully selected to complement the style 
of the doors. Rivington is available in matt Porcelain and Platinum, Marston is available in matt 
Cobble Grey and White, and Sherborne carries a wide range of matt painted colour options.

*Please note: these paint colours are not a match to the Laura Ashley paint colours of the same name.

Paint colours are available in Sherborne only

Find a local retailer at lauraashleyfittedbedrooms.co.uk or call 01226 446000Find a local retailer at lauraashleyfittedbedrooms.co.uk or call 01226 446000

Stunning colour options

Cashmere Chalk White Cobble Grey Dove Grey*

French Grey* Ivory* Platinum

Pumice Sage* Skylon Grey Stone

Pale Duck Egg

Platinum

Rivington Marston

Cobble Grey White

Available in two colours:

Porcelain

Available in two colours:

Sherborne

Available in a range of matt painted colour options:

Combi Wardrobe Design Full Height Wardrobe Design Combi Wardrobe Design Full Height Wardrobe Design

Combi Wardrobe Design Full Height Wardrobe Design
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A wide range of internal options are available to suit any style.

Considered and expertly designed options help you tailor your perfect bedroom. 
From shelves and hanging rails, to push-to-open drawers and compartment dividers, 

there’s a perfect way to utilise your space. Choose from a standard linen finish interior 
or a tailored oak finish, adding integrated lighting for a striking finishing touch.

Perfectly tailored

It’s all in the detail

Every element of a Laura Ashley 
bedroom has been carefully 
crafted and finished to the 

highest specification, to deliver a 
bedroom you will be proud of.

Style and substance

Choose the perfect interior 
finish for your space. Tailored 
Oak offers a traditional look, 
whilst Standard Linen (with 

contrasting drawer fronts) gives 
a softer, contemporary feel.

For that added touch, the 
Tailored Oak cabinet is 

available with contrasting 
edging to match the finish of 

your chosen doors.

Oak effect cabinet 
and drawer fronts

Linen cabinet

Tailored Oak

Contrasting linen 
drawer fronts

Standard linen
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A place for everything
Simple hanging rails offer easy-to-reach 

storage for shirts and jackets, whilst 
push-to-open drawers are ideal for 
folding away jumpers and tshirts.

Neat and tidy
Built in shelves offer the ideal place 

for keeping your favourite shoes, bags 
and accessories neatly organised, yet 

easily accessible for everyday use.

The finishing touches
Integrated lighting adds a striking finish 

to your wardrobe, making getting 
ready feel a little more special. Branded 
hinges and drawers add a unique touch.

Compact and spacious
The smooth handle-free finish of 
the drawers allows for maximum 

space utilisation and creates a 
beautifully streamlined interior.
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Our choice of handles include both modern and classic designs. Choose a single style or a 
combination of handles to create a bespoke look for your bedroom.

All handles are 
manufactured using varying 
materials, from the highly 
polished chrome to the 
more matt satin finish. 
For that added touch of 
glamour, why not choose a 
brass or rose gold finish to 
complete your bedroom?

Chrome
Classic chrome fits 
perfectly with both 
contemporary and 
traditional handle designs.

Satin & Brushed Nickel
Elegantly shaped with a 
soft matt finish, these add a 
subtle finish to cabinets.

Inox
Inox knob handles include a 
luxurious matt silver finish 
with detailed tops, suitable 
for most bedroom styles.

Brass
For a touch of luxe, choose 
the golden shimmer         
of brass.

Rose Gold
Add an element of glamour 
to your bedroom by 
combining bar and knob 
handles in an elegant rose 
gold finish.

Black Satin
Choose a contrasting 
black satin handle that will 
enhance darker elements in 
your bedroom.

Oak & Walnut
The natural grain and polish 
of wood brings a simple 
beauty that pairs perfectly 
with the oak tops.

M AT E R I A L S

Square Chrome ‘C’ Knob 
BDOPTION011

Satin Nickel Square Knob 
BDOPTION005

Clear Faceted Knob 
BDOPTION025

Square Bar Polished     
Chrome Handle (96mm) 

BDOPTION019

Stepped Polished         
Chrome Handle (128mm) 

BDOPTION023

Square Chrome Bar Handle 
BDOPTION012

Polished Chrome Knob with 
Square Backplate 
BDOPTION029

Wellington Polished       
Nickle Knob 

BDOPTION039

Mulberry Chrome Knob 
BDOPTION040

Square Bar Polished    
Chrome Handle (320mm) 

BDOPTION020

Banister Inox Knob 
BDOPTION038

Large ‘D’ Polished Chrome 
Handle (480mm) 
BDOPTION022

Large ‘D’ Polished Chrome 
Handle (128mm) 
BDOPTION021

Stainless Steel Jupiter Knob 
BDOPTION034

Vote Inox Knob 
BDOPTION028

The full suite of handles

Brushed Brass Knob 
BDOPTION031

Walnut Fruit Bowl             
Handle (Large) 
BDOPTION036

Walnut Fruit Bowl             
Handle (Small) 
BDOPTION033

Oak Fruit Bowl             
Handle (Small) 
BDOPTION032

Oak Fruit Bowl             
Handle (Large) 
BDOPTION035

Henley Brass Knob Handle 
BDOPTION053

Henley Rose Gold              
Bar Handle (160mm) 

BDOPTION054

Henley Brass 
Bar Handle (160mm) 

 BDOPTION052

Henley Rose Gold            
Knob Handle 

BDOPTION055

Henley Black Satin           
Knob Handle 

BDOPTION059

Henley Black Satin             
Bar Handle (160mm) 

BDOPTION058

Henley Chrome Knob Handle 
BDOPTION057

Henley Chrome 
Bar Handle (160mm) 

BDOPTION056
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We set very high standards in design, manufacture and service, 
alongside investing heavily in innovation, so that you can be confident 

your Laura Ashley Fitted Bedroom is of unrivalled quality.

 Customer Service

5150

Things to consider

It’s a space to dress, sleep and relax.  
Bring it all together with a Laura Ashley Fitted Bedroom, 

created for you and the life you live.

Find the look 
Smooth shaker or grained shaker, with a range of colour 
options available. Whatever your taste, there is 
a Laura Ashley Fitted Bedroom to suit.

Plan your design 
These pages are full of inspiration. Think about the  
layouts and features you love and how they will work 
in your space.

A bedroom made for you 
Wardrobes, chests, dressing tables and bedside tables are 
all available to fit the space in your bedroom.

Add the finishing touches 
From the details you see, like countertops and handles, 
to stylish storage such as push-to-open drawers and 
compartment dividers, exclusive accessories bring your 
bedroom to life.

Visit your Laura Ashley 
Fitted Bedroom retailer 
All Laura Ashley Fitted Bedrooms are available through a 
network of specialist independent retailers. To find your 
local retailer visit www.lauraashleyfittedbedrooms.co.uk 
or call 01226 446000

Contact us 
Symphony Group PLC

General Enquiries: 01226 446000
Pen Hill Estate, Park Spring Road,
Barnsley, South Yorkshire S72 7EZ
lauraashley@symphony-group.co.uk 
www.lauraashleyfittedbedrooms.co.uk

are registered trademarks used under licence from Laura Ashley 
Ltd. Laura Ashley Fitted Bedrooms are manufactured under licence by 
Symphony Group PLC.

andGuarantees 
All Laura Ashley Fitted Bedrooms are manufactured to the highest 
quality standard and come with a guarantee against defective 
workmanship or materials. Please speak to your Laura Ashley 
Fitted Bedroom supplier for more information. Guarantees are for 
domestic use only and are non-transferable.*

*Fitted Bedroom guaranteed by Symphony
To ensure the continuous development and improvement of our products, we reserve the right to 
make changes to the colour, design and descriptions or methods of manufacture of our furniture. 
Such changes may be made without prior notice and without incurring liability. In many of our 
products we use wood, a natural living material which will reflect a variety of grains and textures, 
so variances must be allowed for. Styles that feature timber, PVC, laminates and melamine finishes 
may incur a slight colour change over the years. The term ‘solid timber’ applies to door and drawer 
fronts only. Colour reproduction in this brochure is as accurate as printing techniques will allow. 
Not every showroom contains all the products featured in this brochure. 
Copyright and all other rights in this brochure, the photographs and other works upon which it is 
based is owned by The Symphony Group PLC. No part of this brochure, said photographs and 
other works may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means (including but not 
limited to photocopying or storing in any electronic medium) without the prior express written 
permission of  The Symphony Group PLC. Copyright The Symphony Group PLC 2019.
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